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3rd Grade Writing
Lesson: Monday, April 6, 2020

Learning Targets:

Students will identify story elements in fairy tales.

Students will change the character and setting in a fairy tale 
to create their own version of the story.



Background: 

Fairy tales have story elements such as:
● Happened long ago
● Magic or Fantasy
● Good vs. Evil Characters
● Conflict and Resolution
● Lesson or Theme
● Groups of 3 or 7

Let’s Get Started:
Watch Videos: 
1. Review Story Elements  
2. Book: Goldilocks and the Three Bears

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bIgvAH4T5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI


Practice:
Go to this worksheet in your packet as we 
work through the different elements 
together.

Click here to open 
worksheet.

Today, you will listen to “Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears” and change the 
characters and the setting for your own 
version of the story. You can also change 
the magical elements, conflict, and 
resolution, or keep them the same as the 
original story.

https://drive.google.com/a/isdschools.org/file/d/1NSUBJnW9mkzBGIkiLQE1smyLNyai5nDG/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI


Guided Practice #1: Characters and Setting
*Characters are the people or animals in the story. 
*The setting is where and when the story takes place.

Step 1: 
Identify 
the 
characters 
and 
setting in 
Goldilocks 
and the 
Three 
Bears

Step 2: 
Change the 
characters 
and setting 
for your 
own 
version of 
Goldilocks 
and the 
Three Bears

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
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Three 
Bears

Step 2: 
Change the 
characters 
and setting 
for your 
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Goldilocks 
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Independent Practice #1: Characters and Setting
*Characters are the people or animals in the story. 
*The setting is where and when the story takes place.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI


Guided Practice #2: Magical Elements

*Magical elements could include talking animals, fairies, witches, trolls, or 
characters and/or setting with other magical qualities

Step 1: Identify the magical 
elements in Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears

Step 2: Change the magical elements in 
your story, or keep them the same as 
the original story.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
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Guided Practice #3: Conflict and Resolution

*Conflict: The problem in the story
*Resolution: The solution to the problem in the story.

Step 1: 
Identify 
the 
conflict 
and 
resolution 
in 
Goldilocks 
and the 
Three 
Bears

Step 2: 
Change 
the conflict 
and 
resolution 
in your 
story, or 
keep them 
the same 
as the 
original 
story.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQgZXtCGlBI
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Self Check: 

1. Did you change Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears by changing the:

❏ Characters in your story
❏ Setting of your story

2. Show your graphic organizer to an adult 
and explain how you’re planning on 
changing the original story.



Additional Resources 

Click here for 
more fairy tales!

Click here for a 
fractured fairy tale 
of: Goldilocks and 
the Three Little 
Bears

https://www.kidsgen.com/fables_and_fairytales/
https://www.kidsgen.com/fables_and_fairytales/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UjrkpgHRUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UjrkpgHRUw

